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Executive Summary

This project explores how the People’s Republic of China (PRC) might use information and other soft-power mechanisms to rise as the dominant hegemonic power by 2035.

We acknowledge that fourteen years is an ambitious timeframe within which to upset the balance of power across the globe without incurring the devastating results of a world war, but that is exactly the PRC’s ambition.

We use the Threatcasting foresight methodology to explore nearly two dozen possible and probable future scenarios that might appear should the PRC and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) continue to seek a Chinese-dominated world order. Specifically, we attempt to answer the question, “How does China employ information during the competition phase to advance its position on the global stage as the preponderant world power?”

These imagined futures are models of the complex interactions between geopolitical, economic, social, and natural systems, and provide a sophisticated and relatable nuance when seen through the eyes of a person, in a place, experiencing a threat. We provide observations and recommendations about how the United States and allies could disrupt, mitigate, or recover from these future threats.
We acknowledge that fourteen years is an ambitious timeframe within which to upset the balance of power across the globe without incurring the devastating results of a world war, but that is exactly the PRC’s ambition.

Finding 1: Controlling the Narrative

Narratives can be designed to reject certain ideas and values or to embrace others; to repel or to attract. They can provide hope for the future through visions of prosperity, happiness, dignity, and unity. These visions become even more evocative when contrasted with bleak images of social dysfunction, divisiveness, and inequities. We expect Chinese state propaganda to attack the narrative identities of foreign audiences by exploiting several key themes, including:

1. **Projection of Benevolence.** The CCP has long sought to assuage fears that China’s rise poses a threat to international peace. In fact, the CCP projects an outward story of a peaceful yet irreversible rise to global leadership, in harmony in its relations to other powers and without pretense to global hegemony.

2. **Legitimizing China’s Development Model.** Chinese leadership has clearly stated that the Western form of liberal democracy is not the final form of government, and has used the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) to convince other nations of China’s alternative—and superior—developmental model.

3. **Discrediting Western Political Norms and Institutions.** Closely tied to the “Legitimizing China’s Development Model” theme, the CCP purposefully attempts to discredit Western (especially U.S.) political norms and institutions.

4. **Harmonious Global Order.** An extension of the Projection of Benevolence theme, the world in harmony envisions a global community of nations that resembles the Chinese dream: a society that is equitable, peaceful, and just. At the core of this theme are cooperation, a peaceful coexistence, and a more multilateral international community.

5. **Futuristic Wonderworld Today.** People-centric urbanization will address the challenges plaguing urban environments across the world: congestion, pollution, population density, crime. Rational approaches to public space management, combined with advanced technologies, a caring government, and centralized execution, vastly improve the lives of regular people in China, and soon the rest of the world can have this same wonderworld experience.

6. **Creating a Climate of Acceptance.** A key component of China’s successful economic narrative is making Chinese goods and investments appear not only acceptable but desirable to the alternatives.
We are witnessing the BRI facilitating a creeping restructuring of the world order through dependencies on investments and vital projects, all under the name of a harmonious society.

Finding 2: Weaponizing the Harmony Narrative

The idea of harmony is a Confucianist concept of being in balance with one’s relationships and with all things. Wei and Li list harmony as the “dominant socio-economic vision of China.” The Harmonious Society Construction, developed by the PRC in 2004, is designed to “reduce social conflicts and build balance across social classes.”

Achievement of harmony at both the individual and collective social levels is part of President Xi Jinping and the CCP’s public-facing mantra. As a part of the social context, harmony can also be thought of as driving the Party’s value system. Individuals who strive to be in harmony with society should value traditions, benevolence, righteousness, cooperation, honesty, loyalty, obedience, and piety.

Those who value incorrect things (individual expression, debate, questioning of authority) therefore cannot support the Party’s harmony and must be “re-educated.”

Finding 3: Creating Vital Dependencies

With nearly 140 countries signing bilateral memorandums of understanding with China regarding their participation in the BRI, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the PRC’s objective with respect to the BRI is not to leverage its infrastructure investments for tactical wins, but rather to deepen economic ties and dependencies strategically. The PRC’s goal is to reduce dependencies on old centers and institutional brokers of global political and economic power, meaning a largely U.S.-driven system. We are witnessing the BRI facilitating a creeping restructuring of the world order through dependencies on investments and vital projects, all under the name of a harmonious society.

2 Wei & Li, “The Confucian Value of Harmony.”
Finding 4: Data and Surveillance as Intimidation

The “social credit score” is the CCP’s most powerful tactic of compliance through intimidation and coercion based on the fear that the government—or a neighbor, family member, or coworker—is looking over one’s shoulder. Perks are also extended to those fully complying with government rules. Having one’s life actions surveilled, quantified, and categorized into easily accessible metrics and mapped onto a trustworthiness scale that permits or restricts travel, employment, leisure activities, and so on, may sound preposterous to those in the West, but not to those accepting the CCP’s narrative of a harmonious society.

The “score” is neither numeric nor evenly applied in its various implementations. However, the idea is a natural extension of the confluence between the ubiquitous, always-on, digital exhaust each of us generates; machine learning and big data applications; and the trade-off between security, privacy, and convenience. What is most alarming is the behavioral control that comes from “gamifying” complex social interactions and how this both feeds into addiction mechanisms and amplifies social control. This manipulation is clear in finding #2 (Weaponizing the Harmony Narrative), and includes self-censoring, policing thought, muting free expression of ideas, etc.

The other alarming consequence of constant surveillance is the direct threat to communities and individuals, rather than just to states. On a personal level, the constant vacuuming of personal data leads to microtargeting opportunities for a nefarious actor, such as locking or emptying a bank account, tanking an economic credit score, feeding personalized advertisements and dis/misinformation messages, blackmail, and possibly even directly damaging a connected home through hacking smart devices.
Key Recommendations

**Fund research to study global information supply chains.** Policy makers should seek to identify the links in the global information markets that are susceptible to influence and that are actively leveraged for that influence. Influence may range from outright ownership of the links, economic or geopolitical incentives, or harder to quantify intangible factors such as emotional or intellectual affinity at the individual level developed from a pattern of positive interpersonal interactions. Further research into Chinese efforts to include local voices that amplify the CCP’s narratives is necessary to develop a strategy to limit this “localization” effect.

**Fund research to understand China’s unique narrative about harmony.** We recommend the U.S. government play a leadership role in funding international research to further understand how social groups leverage instruments for narrative displacement—the successful approaches to influence the adoption of new cultural narratives and the discarding of the old. We further recommend applying that research to investigate the means and ways the PRC employs to influence normative change, including outside China, especially with displaced Chinese diasporas.

**Offer alternatives to participation in the BRI movement.** The U.S. and its allies and partners should study the root causes of widening participation in the BRI and its investment projects. Rather than portraying the BRI as opportunistic land grabs and debt traps, the developed world should address the very real needs that are driving participation in the BRI through infrastructure development grants and investments. The U.S. response to the BRI should not be solely aimed at China’s actions, or even directed to China, but must also consider development challenges and ambitions of current and future potential BRI participants. The U.S. and the European Union should develop a joint position, framework, and monitoring and enforcement mechanisms to regulate their corporations’ and EU member states’ engagement with the BRI. Such a framework would be effective only when accompanied with viable alternatives—such as the EU-China Connectivity Platform—to provide EU member states and U.S. and EU corporations access to development capital and logistics alternatives.

**Inhibit and delay the export of digital authoritarianism tools.** Actions the U.S. and allies might take include: 1) enacting a common privacy regulatory framework similar to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) on the federal level in the U.S.; 2) stricter application and imposition of data privacy regulations in their own jurisdictions to make it more difficult to obtain personal information in legal ways; 3) implementation of technology certification regimes that assess technology—including consumer technologies such as mobile devices and social engagement applications—for compliance with data privacy and security norms, standards, and international laws; 4) enhanced security protocols in handling sensitive financial and scientific knowledge generation, production, and dissemination; 5) increased operational tempo and elevated level of pressure against black market data platforms, vendors, and actors; and 6) implementation of a strategy to minimize and disrupt the mass collection of personal, sensitive, and proprietary information.
By 2035, China will have surpassed the U.S. as a world power.

As controversial as that sounds, Chinese leaders certainly think it is possible. Although China aims to ultimately achieve the “Chinese Dream” by the 100th anniversary in 2049 of the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the country would need to achieve its mid-range goals of 2035. These goals include modernizing the economy, achieving “major breakthroughs in core technologies,” increasing GDP for the middle class, and “dramatically strengthen[ing] China’s ‘cultural soft power’.” If the PRC successfully meets its 2035 goals as stated, it is reasonable to believe that the balance of global power may truly favor China.

How does China get to the top of the stack? How does the PRC—and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in particular—take advantage of the information environment, exploit new technology and social values, and leverage economic enthusiasm for Chinese investments, goods, and services to become, in essence, a global hegemon?

Much of China’s rise to power will come through consensus rather than coercion. The key to the PRC’s strategy is convincing other nations, businesses, and individuals to agree with—and submit to—China’s leadership while avoiding costly conflict with the U.S.

This report discusses how we envision China in this superior state and how it may get there. We use the Threatcasting method of inquiry, soft power frameworks, and evidence from narrative warfare research to organize our discussion. We acknowledge the tremendous complexity that exists in international politics and with a globalized and interconnected economy, and the difficulty of attributing the “butterfly effect” of a single event or technological advance to changes a decade or more down the road.

For instance, how can something so benevolent as the concept of “social harmony” be weaponized to attack U.S. and Western values? How will narratives shape the identities of individuals that eventually lead them to make choices favorable to Chinese aims? How can the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and advances in digital currency technologies lead to vital dependencies on China’s economy? These are some of the questions that we strive to answer in this report.

We admit that our research will not cover every viable path to a Chinese hegemony. Still, we offer this perspective to begin a discussion on the strategic implications of the Chinese government’s use of information and soft power on their path to global leadership.

In this report, we explain the Threatcasting methodology and how we generated dozens of possible futures as examples of what life could look like in a Chinese-dominated world. Next, we explore the novel strategies that Chinese government, businesses, and individuals might use to achieve their goal of world leadership. Finally, we suggest planning considerations, actions, policies, and further research for academia, industry, and government stakeholders to pursue to possibly avoid, mitigate, or recover from these novel strategies.

The key to the PRC’s strategy is convincing other nations, businesses, and individuals to agree with—and submit to—China’s leadership while avoiding costly conflict with the U.S.

What is Threatcasting?

Threatcasting provides a systematic and transparent method to model a range of possible futures and threats in a complex and uncertain environment. Working with organizations via subject matter expert interviews, participatory workshops, and operationalization exercises, it provides decision-makers specific indicators that one or more of the futures or threats are manifesting, with suggestions or possible actions that can be taken to disrupt the threat or pursue more desirable visions of the future.

Threatcasting is not designed to “predict” the future. Rather, the output of the methodology provides organizations and decision-makers a framework by which to plan, prepare, and make decisions using their own perspectives on how the threats affect them.

Threatcasting often guards against strategic surprise. When a crisis occurs or an opportunity presents itself, a decision-maker or a leader is not caught off guard. Rather, their reply is: “We have talked about this before. We know where to start.”

Threatcasting Process

Note: The Threatcasting Process is adapted from Vanatta and Johnson.6

Every threatcasting project starts by asking three foundational questions: 1) what is the general topic? 2) what specific research question do we want to ask? and 3) where or how would the answer apply? For this project, we ask the following:

**Threatcasting Foundation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>China’s employment of information in its rise to global hegemony</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research Question</td>
<td>How does China employ information during the competition phase to advance its position on the global stage as the preponderant world power?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Application Areas | 1. Update the strategic mindset for diplomatic, informational, and economic policy makers  
2. Rigorously identify new areas of research that capture events and/or decisions by China’s leaders in pursuit of world power  
3. Inform academic, military, government, and industry leaders about their role in understanding, mitigating, disrupting, or recovering from the threat of China’s ascension to power |

Threatcasting’s primary data comes from two sources. First, experts provide their opinion on social, technical, cultural, economic, and other trends relevant to understanding how the future might appear. Second, participants and practitioners with varying points of view from government, industry, academia, and nonprofit organizations develop models of future threats by imagining a person, in a detailed setting, experiencing the threat.

In 2021, we conducted workshops in February and April to generate and model over twenty unique scenarios that describe what it might look like to live in 2035 with China as the leading world power. Participants included academic researchers, government practitioners, economists, authors, and other interested parties.

In addition to the future scenarios of a fictional person experiencing a specific threat, models include observations about what events need to occur (flags) for the threat to materialize and what actions responsible parties might take (gates) to avoid, disrupt, or mitigate these future threats.

**Soft Power Framework**

During our initial analysis, it became clear that we needed to categorize the types of influence the Chinese government, Chinese corporations, and other entities would exert across the information domain. Joseph Nye, Jr., outlined three types of power (military, economic, and soft power) in his book, *Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics* (2004). Nye explores each of these power types and builds a framework of behaviors, primary currencies, and associated policies that governments use to maximize the use of each. Our models clearly illustrate different types of “behaviors” rather than the currencies and policies of Nye’s framework.
As we were interested in studying how Chinese entities affect the information domain, our project purposefully moved military power outside the boundary of study. This means our workshop models only contain examples of soft power and some economic behaviors closely related to soft power.

Below are the four behaviors found in our models with a short description of how they might appear in our data. They are not inclusive of all behaviors the Chinese government, the CCP, and corporations may exhibit in pursuit of nationalist goals. Furthermore, each of our finding sections will indicate the predominant behavior types that appear in the models that justify the finding.

**Economic Power: Inducement**
Economic “carrots” such as loans, favored trade agreements, or job offers.

**Economic Power: Coercion**
Economic “sticks” such as sanctions, negative social credit scores, or hostile takeovers.

**Soft Power: Attraction**
A consistent “harmony” narrative, vilifying U.S. and Western narratives, or providing journalist training opportunities.

**Soft Power: Agenda Setting**
Policies (especially internationally) favorable to the CCP, reducing choices and individual agency, or centralized monitoring of popular apps.

---

**Weaponized Narratives**

In this study, we identified that part of the PRC’s strategy to gain global primacy requires individuals to take actions favorable to Chinese ideas, values, and traditions. Implanting the ideas and thoughts about Chinese culture, the PRC’s superior economic model, and superior value system is the thrust of the CCP’s propaganda and public information programs. However, the idea itself does not drive action. According to Ajit Maan, “Ideas … have no inherent strategy. Ideas alone do not mobilize action—not until they are narrated.”

The idea of narration, or rather, how the Chinese government is weaponizing narratives in their climb to the top, implies more than crafting and repeating messages of China’s superiority or of the West’s failings. Narratives are much more than the stories that we tell each other, although stories are often the way we share the important stuff of narratives: culture, values, norms, and a sense of belonging. Narratives tell us who we are and how and where we fit into the larger world. Narratives are meaning-making stories that help us interpret the world.

Maan suggests that narratives are what influence us to take action. First, narratives, especially the deep cultural narratives that we are born into, shape and constrain our identities. Then, the symbiotic relationship between our narratives and identities strongly shape what we believe in and the ideas of who we are. Finally, it is our beliefs and ideas, rooted in the narratives of identity, that become the catalysts of action.⁸

“When I use the word narrative, I’m not using it as interchangeable with story, and I’m not using it simply as a description of a type of communication, which is how militaries often think of it...Narrative is a part of culture that we’re born into that we don’t have any choice about. And it influences us on a less than conscious level. That doesn’t mean an unconscious level. Part of what inculturation and socialization is, is the internalization of the cultural narrative that you were born into.”⁹

Propaganda coming out of the CCP is strongly wrapped around values-based stories. Seemingly benign and important values such as harmony, reverence for ancient wisdom, and benevolence that are at the center of CCP messages cleverly mask how deeply Chinese leaders understand the impact of narratives on identity and action.

As an example, Kai Strittmatter, an award-winning China journalist, suggests there are at least three narratives the CCP uses to frame the modern Chinese identity: a new and updated Confucianism that “inject[s] stability and morality into a directionless Chinese society” and acts as a key element of the “special characteristics” Chinese leaders often tout; a form of victimism that draws deeply on China’s nationalist ruling history being thwarted by a corrupted West; and a savior complex that promotes the Chinese form of Communism as the only way to prosperity and peace.¹⁰

By understanding how narratives shape identities and subsequently how Chinese officials are carefully crafting the new identity for the future China, we begin to see how dangerous narrative weaponization really is. In the sections that follow, we will see several tactics that the PRC uses to control their narrative and specifically how they weaponize the harmony narrative to motivate favorable action.

⁸ Maan, Narrative Warfare, 15.
⁹ Ajit Maan, as quoted in Jason C. Brown, Renny Gleeson, and Josh Massad, The Future of Extremism and Extremist Narratives in America (Arizona State University, 2021), 60.
SAY NO MORE! Malia reached for the source of the ringing in her dream. This time it wasn’t her alarm. A quick look at her phone showed a Chicago number. It was 1 a.m., but Malia was looking forward to the first good night’s sleep in two weeks. Ugh!

The voice on the phone told her to start packing and report to the Chicago HQ office next Monday. In the two years since her assignment to the Tribune’s office in Cairo covering economics and trade, Malia had covered the Israel-Egypt Economic Forum and exposed corruption in both city and national politics.

Malia recently found a juicy lead about Chinese-sponsored journalist training programs in Africa and the Middle East that made her simply giddy. Just yesterday she pitched a story to her editor on the discernible influence this training is having on the East African newswire content. “Raw” news about regional affairs was being rapidly shared and recycled by thousands of newspapers and broadcasters around the world. Their connection? The Chinese News Service appears to have created a new
Finding 1: Controlling the Narrative

peer-to-peer sharing platform. She was certain her application for assistant editor would get approved. Maybe this was an interview for the promotion!

And now she was being recalled—all hopes of sleep rapidly faded away.

It all became clear a few days later. After getting back to Illinois, she heard rumors from her colleagues about the Tribune’s parent company negotiating a significant investment from China News Service. The executive board had heard about Malia’s upcoming report and promptly shelved it; upon her protests, she was offered a choice: cover sports or resign.

Acquiescence Without Coercion

A strong national economy fueled by innovation is fundamental to a nation’s ability to contest the existing world order. To contest with competence, however, governments, companies, and the public of other nations must become willing and active participants in that economy. Convincing publics abroad to choose to purchase foreign-made products requires a significant investment in the psychological incentives necessary to motivate behavior change and fuel economic growth. The PRC uses a keen understanding of narratives as one of these psychological incentives.

Well-constructed, tailored to specific audiences, and executed with a tireless persistence, narratives create unambiguous cognitive and normative coordinates that enable ordinary people to navigate through what is right and what is wrong—for themselves, their communities, and the world at large. In essence, narratives strongly shape a person’s identity.

Narratives can be designed to reject certain ideas and values or to embrace others; to repel or to attract. They can provide hope for the future through visions of prosperity, happiness, dignity, and unity. These visions become even more evocative when contrasted with bleak images of social dysfunction, divisiveness, and inequities. We expect Chinese state propaganda to attack the narrative identities of foreign audiences by exploiting several key themes.

What Are the Themes?

Thematic analysis of the pre-workshop inputs and the participatory models identified several themes that shed light on the CCP’s use of narratives to influence foreign audiences. We purposefully attribute the coordinated use of narratives to the CCP instead of to “China” more broadly, even though application of narrative warfare is filtered through businesses, individual interaction, and state-sponsored rhetoric and propaganda. In instances where execution is decentralized or not clearly directed by the CCP, we use the more general term, PRC. This separates the identities of Chinese leadership, either within the Party or not, from the identities of individual Chinese citizens.
Below, we identify six recurring themes from our models that are connected by a broader narrative that the Chinese culture and way of governance have special attributes that are beneficial to worldwide stability and harmony. We report on the observations from our models and acknowledge there may be other themes that make up the CCP’s foreign-facing identity that we did not capture in this study.

1. **Projection of Benevolence**

The CCP has long sought to assuage fears that China’s rise poses a threat to international peace.\(^\text{11}\) In fact, the CCP projects an outward story of a peaceful rise, in harmony in its relations to other powers, and without pretense to global hegemony. PRC officials continually repeat an image of benevolence that reinforces China’s responsible and cooperative membership in the international community.

> “Throughout our history of thousands of years, benevolence and harmony are at the heart of our political and cultural tradition, which values harmony, good-neighborliness and friendship with all.”\(^\text{12}\)


2. **Legitimizing China’s Development Model**

Chinese leadership has clearly stated that the Western form of liberal democracy is not the final form of government. Under this theme, legitimacy is derived by the government when it pursues greater social good, as opposed to representation of constituent interests.\(^\text{13}\) The Chinese model of centralized leadership has stood strong for thousands of years and in the end is better for all. The policies pursued under the Chinese model—led, of course, by the venerable wisdom of the Party—have resulted in equitable and peaceful growth, dramatic reduction of poverty, and an eightfold increase in China’s GDP in the last 20 years.

The success of China’s BRI will showcase its superior development model. China’s outward foreign direct investments, including BRI projects, are frequently portrayed as philanthropic. These investments pursue a universal good rather than profits: investments create sustainable opportunities for local populations, push the boundaries of innovation, and increase both the tax base for foreign governments and the quality of life of its citizens.

---


\(^{12}\) Dai, “Adhere to the Path.”

3. Discrediting Western Political Norms and Institutions

Closely tied to the “Legitimizing China's Development Model” theme, the CCP purposefully attempts to discredit Western (especially U.S.) political norms and institutions. This presents the negative side of the coin to non-Western audiences. To the CCP, the Western model is fragmented by trying to meet the fleeting wishes of its constituents and special interest groups. Ultimately, it is unable to serve any of them. A 2017 Xinhua News Agency op-ed titled “Enlightened Chinese Democracy Puts the West in the Shade” presents one of the many variations of this theme:

As parties in the West increasingly represent special interest groups and social strata, capitalist democracy becomes more oligarchic in nature. The cracks are beginning to show, with many eccentric or unexpected results in recent plebiscites. After several hundred years, the Western model is showing its age. It is high time for profound reflection on the ills of a doddering democracy which has precipitated so many of the world’s ills and solved so few. If Western democracy is not to collapse completely it must be revitalized, reappraised and rebooted.

4. Harmonious Global Order

An extension of benevolent intentions, the world in harmony is a global community of nations that resembles the Chinese dream—a society that is equitable, peaceful, and just. At the core of this theme are multilateralism, cooperation, and peaceful coexistence. One of the special attributes of the harmony narrative is the voracious consumption of President Xi Jinping's enlightened wisdom, as evidenced by a 2017 modification to China’s constitution. This change acknowledges Xi's influence on Communism and is called “Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era,” or more commonly, Xi Jinping Thought.

From our models, Group Feb-5 imagines the threat of bioenhanced harmony. The newest health craze is a mood-enhancing chip (with a compromised supply chain, of course) with malware that stimulates the brain to be more susceptible to pro-China messaging, or at least to remain politically indifferent. U.S. soldiers in Korea are implanting the chip for its other benefits relating to mental alertness and increased stamina that improve performance during military operations.

Harmony is the subject of a deeper look in section two of this report.

5. Futuristic Wonderworld Today

People-centric urbanization will address the challenges plaguing urban environments across the world: congestion, pollution, population density, crime. Rational approaches to public space management, combined with advanced technologies, a caring government, and centralized execution, vastly improve the lives of regular people in the PRC. The theme of a futuristic wonderworld leans heavily on the CCP’s strategy to be a technology leader by 2035. Better work-life balance and tranquility, green nature in harmony with smart streets and buildings, sustainability, autonomous transportation without traffic—this is the stuff dreams are made of, and these places already exist in China. A recent user comment on a YouTube video about the future “Net City” being built by Tencent in Shenzhen summarizes this idea: “It looks very promising as a way to integrate all aspects of life!!!! Hopefully the rest of the world can follow, collaborate, and improve on this template.”

6. Creating a Climate of Acceptance

A key component of China’s successful economic narrative is making Chinese goods and investments appear not only acceptable but desirable to the alternatives. Marketing of Chinese high-tech products, particularly those related to telecommunications and mobility, leans heavily into futurism—they are the products of tomorrow, available today, and for cheap. OPPO’s new phones, for example, do more than provide value to end users; they “empower people to … unleash their imagination of the future, thereby helping everyone get the best out of life.”

---

How Are the Narratives Propagated?

Several patterns emerged as workshop participants envisioned the methods used by the PRC in 2035 to limit undesirable information and propagate favorable narratives both at home and abroad.

**Self-censorship** occurs when both individuals and corporate entities (media and otherwise) filter their external communications for self-interested reasons: financial gain or stability, social acceptance, or even continued access to Chinese and BRI markets. **Digitally enabled censorship** uses technology such as artificial intelligence and custom-built algorithms to monitor and analyze communications or to filter search results, and includes the proliferation of self-policing handheld devices.

Either form of censorship is not an end in and of itself. Instead, censorship creates conditions in which narratives favorable to the identity of the CCP can take root. As the CCP's narratives become more outward facing, objects of censorship will be more outside of direct governmental control and the CCP will spend more effort on fostering incentives for self-censorship.

From our models, Group 5-1 describes Sophia breaking up with her boyfriend and ensuring her family makes appropriately benign social media posts so she can be considered for an engineering position at a Chinese company-controlled factory in Texas. Group 1-4 describes Billy, an NBA all-star, being kidnapped and forced to recant his previous public criticism of the CCP, Chinese politics, and human rights.

By 2035, the U.S. television and film studios operating in China will continue to engage in self-censorship to maintain market access. Eventually, the CCP will seek to create conditions for influential media outlets around the world to self-censor their messages to their own domestic audiences, not only to Chinese consumers.

As the CCP tries to limit negative coverage of its activities, it will continue to actively impart its agenda into the minds of foreign audiences. Direct messaging, however, is a tricky business. Influence will occur through indirect, although not necessarily covert, messaging. While the use of overt, official media channels to propagate favorable views and information in foreign languages will continue, the CCP will also increase the use of local media outlets and employment of local individual influencers to get its messages across.

The PRC will cultivate relationships with local media outlets through acquisitions, news sharing partnership agreements, and joint ventures. Investments into digital media, such as the purchase of a minority stake in Reddit by Tencent, is another approach that in time may be leveraged for content moderation. This multipronged approach will create a structure of incentives that will provide the PRC with access to trusted local news personalities who will then amplify the Party's narratives indirectly.

Providing foreign journalists with a convincing alternative world view—a prism through which to process and present information—through journalism training programs and subsequent career opportunities diversifies the range of sources for stories favorable to the Party's “special characteristics” narrative.

Properly trained journalists will impact more than the minds of their local readers. With thousands of news media outlets globally reporting or broadcasting verbatim their purchases from newswires, and wire brokers in turn purchasing that content from local reporters, ideologically accredited local journalists will reach global audiences.

While state-owned broadcasters such as Chinese Radio International (CRI) and GBTimes already distribute content in most languages (with CRI broadcasting in more than 30 outlets in the U.S. alone), the PRC will continue to refine its approaches to influence foreign audiences. The next phase of evolution will show heavier reliance on local voices across regions of strategic importance to the PRC, and an effort toward nonattribution to the Chinese state apparatus of that indigenous reporting.

Over-the-air broadcasting and other means to deliver the ideas directly to foreign consumers will grow in importance. Gradual expansion of ownership of broadcasting infrastructure in major U.S. cities will allow the distribution of free content over the air directly to living rooms across the U.S.

Finally, advertising in Western outlets will serve two purposes. Paid inserts such as “China Watch” will continue to attract the attention of sophisticated—and influential—American readership. Elsewhere, advertising of Chinese goods and services will bring in crucial revenue. Influencers on YouTube, TikTok, and other social media will receive sponsorship incentives to favorably market Chinese products. In those instances, advertising revenue will be leveraged to control the editorial direction of the outlet.

Recommendations for Action

As the PRC begins to diversify from overtly state-sponsored messaging to a greater reliance on trusted local voices, it becomes imperative to understand global information supply chains and mitigate how the PRC may exploit weak links in those chains.

Some of the information supply chain “attacks” include joint media ventures, investments into and acquisition of media assets, ownership of over-the-air broadcasting infrastructure, advertising, censorship (including self-censorship), and foreign journalist training. A better understanding of the information supply chain should seek to identify the means of recruiting, influencing, and supporting local voices that amplify the CCP’s narratives.

Policy makers should seek to identify the links in the global information markets that are susceptible to influence and that are actively leveraged for that influence. Influence may range from outright ownership of the links, economic or geopolitical incentives, or harder to quantify intangible factors such as emotional or intellectual affinity at the individual level developed from a pattern of positive interpersonal interactions.

Understanding the vulnerabilities in the information supply chain should be accompanied by transparent and public reporting, as well as engagement with media outlets most impacted by—or implicated in—witting or unwitting participation in the PRC’s propaganda efforts.
FINDING 2

Weaponizing the Harmony Narrative

POWER BEHAVIORS


DEATH BY A THOUSAND BLISSES

“Welcome to Victoria, the capital of British Columbia. This idyllic town nestled along the water on the south side of Victoria Island is a short 25 minutes from Washington state. The capital is regarded for its great accessibility, the Royal British Columbia Museum, and the second oldest Chinatown in North America after San Francisco.”

Locals fondly call Victoria the ‘city of the newlywed and nearly dead.’ This small town of 85,000 boasts great tourist attractions bringing in over four million visitors a year. Despite a modest population growth, tourism to Victoria has surged in the past decade, and not everyone is happy about it. Residents’ frustrations have reached a boiling point as critical infrastructure is no longer meeting their expectations, while taxes continue to rise. City activists have begun a petition to recall the mayor and seek new leadership.

Kate Regan clicks off the television and puts her head in her hands. As Victoria’s mayor for the past eight years, she felt she was making progress by bringing in more tourism and focusing on stimulating a lagging economy. Apparently, Arnold Jackman’s platform of “Victorians First” shows him leading in next year’s mayoral election.

Desperate for any type of leverage, Kate drafts an email to Gao “Eddy” Xiang, the mayor of Suzhou, China—Victoria’s twin city—asking for advice. Kate met Eddy on a technical exchange program 18 months ago. Eddy quite proudly described how the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) helped him manage Suzhou’s explosive growth to become one of China’s premier waterfront cities in the south. He offered to set up Victoria with a free pilot project to help modernize the transportation system and reduce citizens’ headaches in the downtown corridor. A similar pilot worked well in Suzhou and has been in operation for the last few years, reducing commute times by more than 75 percent and dropping traffic fatalities to zero.

Before its own growth, the burgeoning Chinese city had a similar idyllic charm, not to mention the collegial catchphrase, “Heaven above, Suzhou and Hangzhou below.” That “heaven on earth” feeling would be great to have in British Columbia’s capital as it grappled with an ever-aging population with more and more digital natives.
moving in. With nearly 20 percent of the population over age 65 and its technology sector becoming its largest revenue-generating private industry, Kate knew she needed a way to satisfy everyone.

The following week, Kate proposes a bold, expensive, and thoroughly futuristic city where efficiency and citizen happiness are prioritized. Luckily, the expensive part is something Kate can wave aside; via a WeChat Live session, Eddy assures Kate and the city council that the Chinese government will happily donate the equipment, installation, and technical training as a demonstration of China’s tremendous technological advances in the past decade. “All free of charge in the name of harmonious interests to a fellow twin city,” says Eddy.

The initial pilot project, dubbed Project Harmonious Interest, will start small with next-generation traffic cameras at one of Victoria’s busiest intersections, Douglas Street at Government Street. Located a few short blocks from the Gate of Harmonious Interest, City Hall, and Victoria’s historic Chinatown, the intersection is home to one of the highest numbers of traffic accidents and fatalities. The pitch to city leaders is about simplicity and harmony. By removing traditional headaches, such as commuting frustrations or going to the doctor, citizens will be able to focus on what matters—a life worth living. The city council approves the pilot, seven votes to two. “Get offline and to the shoreline” becomes Kate’s new political pitch heading into the next election season.

After a successful first pilot, the program expands to several additional projects that show the full value of technology modernization for cities. The first five secondary projects would align to Suzhou Research Institute’s target areas for technology innovation: high-end equipment manufacturing, new-generation information technology, biomedicine, nanotechnology, and artificial intelligence. The only thing these projects need to be successful is data. Lots of data—all of it gathered with individual consent, of course.

Each project’s intended goal is to help alleviate citizen concerns while modernizing the aging city. Some of the updates include facial recognition templates for rapid identification at banks, stores, and the airport; robust gigabit fiber connections to all homes, businesses, and schools; and two cutting-edge robotic surgery bays at the BC Children’s and Royal Jubilee hospitals. Self-driving vehicles and new roads to support them crisscross the city. Advanced agrivoltaic structures increase local farm productivity, and automated grocery delivery includes organic, locally grown produce.

Just by monitoring people’s activities, the type of food they eat, their health trends, or their academic progress, city leadership can fine-tune budget expenditures, civic programs, and even the length of the work week. Soon, the city will know more about you than you know yourself. Harmony is achieved.

The “free” projects are approved and the mayor and city council members rush to take credit. As the success of the projects appears in the press, Kate quickly ensures that the people know she is responsible for setting up the programs. Soon, she sees the gap between Jackman and herself shrink and eventually reverse. The election is a landslide!

---

The idea of harmony is a Confucianist concept of being in balance with one’s relationships and with all things. Wei and Li list harmony as the “dominant socio-economic vision of China.”

To President Xi, the idea of harmony describes a greater social order with China at the core. The U.S. Department of State argues, “Xi’s community of common destiny for mankind would replace the established international order grounded in free and sovereign nation-states with a unity of nations in shared deference to the CCP’s conception of international order.”

The Harmonious Society Construction, developed by the PRC in 2004, is designed to “reduce social conflicts and build balance across social classes.” Achievement of harmony at both the individual and collective social levels is part of President Xi and the CCP's public-facing mantra. Harmonious society, according to the CCP, is one where economic opportunities are equitable across the social strata, and all enjoy unity, justice, fairness, and peace—in essence, the Chinese Dream.

As a part of the social context, harmony can also be thought of as driving the Party’s value system. Individuals who strive to be in harmony with society should value traditions, benevolence, righteousness, cooperation, honesty, loyalty, obedience, and piety. Social harmony can be juxtaposed with the Western liberal value system that prizes individuality, freedom of expression, debate, irreverence, competition, and progress.


As a part of the social context, harmony can also be thought of as driving the Party’s value system. Individuals who strive to be in harmony with society should value traditions, benevolence, righteousness, cooperation, honesty, loyalty, obedience, and piety.
“Global harmony” is weaponized when it is placed into direct ideological contrast with Western imperialism. This is a contest for the moral high ground; a struggle of one ideology over another. There is only one nation and one leader equipped to lead the world to this wonderful future. By extension—if harmony at home can be accomplished with oppression of all things unharmonious—the CCP clearly envisions a harmonious world where capitalist globalism, Western liberal institutions, and advancement of democratic principles is also oppressed. It follows that a harmonious world can only be composed of harmonious nations.

We suggest that the PRC will export “harmony” through one of two forms:

1. Export to the Masses

The PRC will use the media—both traditional and digital—to make the harmony value system attractive to foreign audiences. We discussed some of the means the PRC will use to exploit vulnerabilities in the global information supply chains to export its narratives. One of the most direct ways, and one that is already occurring, is using the power of Hollywood. The PRC will use access to the Chinese market as leverage to ensure that only images of China favorable to the CCP are portrayed in films and television shows aimed at non-Chinese audiences. This mimics the way American values may have spread around the world through movies and television shows during the 1950s–1970s.

This bottom-up approach is a dangerous possibility as the Western world is eager to trade off personal safety and security for ease-of-life benefits. This is already evident with the plethora of smart devices in millions of homes. Terms and Conditions are rarely read and enable a witting compliance to ubiquitous surveillance. We explore this possibility in our vignette “Death by a Thousand Blisses.”

2. Export to the Leaders

Authoritarian and authoritarian-ambitious leaders of other nations make easy targets for harmony narratives, and will become happy customers of harmony-inducing technologies. Social discord will be defeated and unity achieved through harmonious behavior resulting from collection and analysis of data that will either confirm or deny every individual’s compliance with the laws of harmony. The top-down approach is similar to the one the CCP has implemented throughout China, including the sudden national security law for Hong Kong that went into effect in June 2020. Countries with similar strongman leadership will likely seek to involuntarily “harmonize” their populations to remove internal challenges to their rule.

“Global harmony” is weaponized when it is placed into direct ideological contrast with Western imperialism. This is a contest for the moral high ground; a struggle of one ideology over another.

Recommendations for Action

Fund research to understand China’s unique narrative about harmony.

Increasing acceptance by, and submission of, the global community to China’s leadership role will require dramatic shifts in value systems—from liberal to harmonious—by individuals and entire societies. The source of legitimacy of the PRC’s leadership role will be rooted in its moral and ethical superiority over Western powers and Western international institutions. While the authors do not underestimate the complexity of factors at play in influencing populations to adopt and internalize foreign normative narratives, it is a process that has been successfully managed by social groups throughout history.

We recommend the U.S. government play a leadership role in funding international research to further understand how social groups leverage instruments for narrative displacement—the successful approaches to influence the adoption of new cultural narratives and the discarding of the old. We further recommend applying that research to investigate the means and ways the PRC employs to influence normative change.

Some of the topics for future research may include the following questions:

1. How are the harmony narratives tailored to audiences in Western nations vis-a-vis other regions? How do these narratives mutate upon contact and interaction with the Western value system?

2. Specifically, which vulnerable links in the global information supply chain are exploited to propagate weaponized harmony narratives?

3. How do we measure whether the actions undertaken to exploit the information supply chain are having desired outcomes?

4. What are the psychological processes that drive value shifts at an individual level and the internalization of a once foreign cultural narrative, and what are social processes that influence these shifts at the national level? How are these processes exploited by the PRC? Consider how values shift away from capitalism or democracy towards autocracy. Also consider how the values of basic human rights and human dignity would be supported (or not) by a Chinese-centric leadership.
Creating Vital Dependencies
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Economic Power: Coercion

METASPHERE DOWN THE RIVER The hostess at Waku, one of Singapore’s top restaurants, showed Nolan Tusk to the table. Tony Lin was already making arrangements with the waiter.

“Hello, Mr. Tusk. Please, please sit. Forgive my liberty, but their 10-course tasting menu is certainly the way to go here. And it will give us plenty of time to discuss any number of subjects. Pierre will take care of the pairings. Is that ok with you, Mr. Tusk?”

“Sure.” Nolan was impatient to get to the point.

“How are you finding your stay in Singapore…”

“Listen, we both know why we’re here. Let’s dive in.” Nolan was nervously tapping on the table.

“I appreciate your pragmatism, Mr. Tusk. Let me start by asking why you accepted this meeting.”

Suspecting but not knowing for sure if Tony Lin was aware of all the issues Nolan’s company was facing in Tanzania, Nolan recounted the recent events. While the primary business of Nolan’s company
has always been space exploration, MetaSphere has been aggressively trying to gain control of its semiconductor supply chain. That meant running mining operations in Tanzania and factories in China—a concession for mining licenses.

Three months ago, one of China’s rare earths mining giants got Tanzania’s government to agree on exclusive extraction rights. MetaSphere’s operations were shut down. Nolan received and rejected several proposals to sell MetaSphere’s mining operations. His rejections were followed up by a public information campaign against MetaSphere—CGTN Africa has been running reports alleging MetaSphere’s pollutive and abusive labor practices in Tanzania.

“So what’s your plan now?” asked Tony empathetically.

“The U.S. is lodging a complaint with the WTO. I can wait it out.”

“Are you sure it’s a good idea? It will drag on for a decade. All we’re asking is that you consider contracting with Deep Blue to build your thrusters. It will be a very easy sell at home for you; it just makes business sense…”

As of January 2021, 140 countries have signed a BRI Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). While each bilateral agreement between the PRC and the signatory state may differ on specifics, both signing pirates agree to five general principles: 1) policy coordination, 2) facilities connectivity, 3) unimpeded trade, 4) financial integration, and 5) people-to-people bonds. Due to the large number of signatories, the initiative can no longer be described as a regional 21st century Silk Road and Maritime Belt. Rather, it should be thought of as a global cultural, diplomatic, and economic integration initiative underwritten by the PRC’s political will and investments.

The PRC’s earlier infrastructure investments in developing countries were characterized as debt traps and received negative coverage in the West. Group 5-3 imagines MetaSphere, an electronics company and space exploration company with its own rare earth extraction operation in Tanzania, threatened by the PRC to pass tech information about its space exploration research to Chinese firms. Then the PRC pressures Tanzanian officials to put a crimp in MetaSphere’s rare earth extraction operations until the company complies (see vignette “MetaSphere Down the River”).

Analyst commentary from recipient countries, however, suggests broad economic benefits growing from these investments. Gyude Moore, Liberia’s former minister of Public Works, is one such credible voice. In his 2019 presentation at the Paulson Institute titled “China in Africa: An African Perspective,” Moore highlights some of the reasons behind the warm reception of African governments to Chinese infrastructure investments:

…it was the suitability of China as a partner. Because Africa had a huge infrastructure need, and China had great capacity in providing that need. Most African countries had been cut off from the international financial markets. China provided the financing to be able to do this. And the average African citizen, for the first time in a very long time, could see a direct connection between resources leaving the country, and personal benefit. Whether that was power, an airport, or a road available to you.47

In response to the debt trap concerns, BRI created a Debt Sustainability Framework, virtually identical to the one employed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World bank.48

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in an overall decline in BRI investments. The PRC used a slowing pace of investments as an opportunity to become more judicious in selecting investment projects, focusing on those that would demonstrate a benign, if not humanitarian, intent of the BRI. While investments in energy remained by far the largest part of the BRI portfolio in 2020, renewable energy projects comprised 56 percent of those investments, as opposed to 35 percent just three years earlier in 2017.49

In future years, the BRI’s investments will likely strive to be more economically and socially sustainable. One way to achieve that is to expand the equities represented in the projects through international collaborative investments. Baker McKenzie estimates that within the next 10 years, the BRI’s investments that are multilateral, cooperative, and focused on green energy would be funded at rates well above those under politicized competition scenarios.50

The BRI fulfills a critical need in infrastructure investments—not only in developing countries, but even in the developed world. This is illustrated by the participation in the BRI of 18 European Union states. Notable BRI investments in Europe include ports and energy projects in Greece and Portugal, and the Budapest-Belgrade railroad in Hungary.51

“All together, these investments reflect China’s desire to tie itself to Europe through the expansion of railroads, airport hubs, and ports. Thanks to these investments, and European demand for medical supplies, in 2020, trade in goods between China and Europe was larger than trade in goods between Europe and the United States for the first time.”52

– Jennifer Hillman & Alex Tippett

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the PRC’s objective with respect to the BRI is not to leverage its infrastructure investments opportunistically for tactical wins, but rather to deepen economic ties and dependencies strategically. The PRC’s goal is to maintain links to the old centers of power (e.g., U.S. and Europe) for the time being, while shifting the balance of power and leadership of global political and economic systems in China’s favor.

While the BRI MOUs between China and participating states are nonbinding, they represent bilateral commitments to not only general principles of economic, cultural, and political cooperation, but specific development objectives unique to each signatory. For instance, in the MOU signed in 2016 between China and Latvia, Latvia agrees in principle to leverage its geographic location as a Baltic Sea transportation hub to “developing integrated industrial assembling, e-commerce and consulting service centers in Latvia for promotion and easier access of Chinese exports to the EU market” and to “facilitate participation of Chinese financial companies in financing private, governmental and regional projects in Baltic and Nordic countries by expanding cooperation between their state-owned and commercial financial institutions.”53

52 Hillman and Tippett, “The Belt and Road Initiative.”
We are witnessing the BRI facilitating a creeping restructuring of the world order, one MOU at a time. These MOUs are formalizing the dependencies on investments and vital projects that tie recipient countries to the core of the CCP’s community and the “common destiny” the two countries would now share.

**Illustrative Models**

*Group 5-2* imagines Intan, the founder of a Jakarta-based IT company. Intan realizes that his government is noncompetitively giving a massive IT contract to Huawei, even though Intan’s company is capable of doing the work. He later discovers that Beijing learned of Intan’s contract through digital espionage and applied pressure on the Indonesian government to give the contract to Huawei.

*Group 3-4* considers the situation of a unique Zika virus epidemic where Chinese advances in immunology become available to countries within the BRI but not to the West. Internal tensions in the U.S. are exacerbated by political tribalism and finger pointing, whereas countries that get their medicine from Chinese companies are not suffering as much.

**Recommendation for Action**

The U.S. and its allies and partners should study root causes of widening participation in the BRI and its investment projects. Rather than portraying the BRI as opportunistic land grabs and debt traps, the developed world should address the very real development needs that are driving participation of countries in the BRI. The response of the U.S. to the BRI should not be solely to China or about China but must also consider the MOU signatories and their development challenges.

The EU should engage directly with the BRI rather than continue raising concerns or proposing to block Chinese investments. The U.S. and the EU should develop a joint position, framework, and monitoring and enforcement mechanisms to regulate its corporations’ and EU member states’ engagement with the BRI. Such a framework would be effective only when accompanied with viable alternatives, such as the EU-China Connectivity Platform, to provide EU member states and U.S. and EU corporations access to development capital and logistics alternatives.
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Soft Power: Agenda Setting

**ANTISOCIAL CREDIT** By 9:10 in the morning, Erica, a promising manager at one of the new multinationals, had been waiting over an hour for the minibus to pick her up along its route and take her to the office at the other end of Brooklyn. Erica watches her number in the pickup queue drop from number two at 8:00 a.m., to eight, to 10, and just now to 13. Erica’s stomach churns as she digs into her app settings to confirm a vague suspicion. She is right: her social credit score plummeted from “trustworthy” to “neutral” since last night because her estranged sister had posted a video critical of the Party Chairman.

It didn’t matter that she didn’t talk to her sister—the familial tie was enough to get Erica punished. Erica closes the app and gets on her bike, but not before she sees a message pop up on her phone: “Has your social credit score dropped? Speak to one of our agents today for suggestions on how to recover!”

It will take her at least another 45 minutes to get to work. By that time she will have missed a series of meetings with executives visiting from Beijing. She will arrive out of breath, drenched in sweat. She knows she will not be invited to meet with them again—the global social credit score is transmitted instantaneously to everyone in Erica’s network.
We all see the elephant in the room: the “social credit score” is scaring everyone in the world who values privacy and personal information. Having one’s life actions summed into a score that permits or restricts travel, employment, leisure activities, and so on, is dime-store science fiction to those in the West. However, the idea is a natural extension of the confluence between the ubiquitous, always-on, digital exhaust each of us generates; machine learning and big data applications; and the trade-off between security, privacy, and convenience. While the idea may be preposterous to privacy-thinking individuals and countries, it is less so to those who buy in to the CCP’s narrative of a harmonious society, and that is precisely what the CCP desires. What is most alarming is the behavioral control that comes from “gamifying” complex social interactions. This manipulation is clear in finding #2 (Weaponizing the Harmony Narrative), and includes self-censoring, policing thought, muting free expression of ideas, etc.

The other alarming consequence of constant surveillance is the direct threat to communities and individuals, rather than just to states. On a personal level, the constant vacuuming of personal data leads to microtargeting opportunities for a nefarious actor, such as locking or emptying a bank account, tanking an economic credit score, feeding personalized advertisements and disinformation messages, blackmail, and possibly even directly damaging a connected home through hacking smart devices (ovens, thermostats, water regulators, etc.).

In the past several years, the U.S. and scores of other states have witnessed an unparalleled spike in a Chinese state-sponsored globally concerted effort to obtain massive amounts of individual data via legal and illegal means. The incessant drive for structured and unstructured data acquisition via multiple channels and avenues signals the onset of a qualitatively new level of Chinese ambitions and capabilities.

Early signals of the PRC’s ambitions are evidenced by the massive breaches of databases containing sensitive personnel, health, travel, and credit score details of American citizens. One of the best illustrations of these state-backed operations is the one conducted against the Office of Personnel Management that most likely began in 2013. The “OPM breach” targeted highly sensitive security clearance information, fingerprints, and other personal details of U.S. government employees.

Not satisfied with detailed history and personal contact information, the Chinese government next sponsored a 2014 intrusion into Anthem’s health care and insurance data that has affected

---

attacks against Equifax in 2017 scooped up data on nearly 150 million people and a hack against Marriott International Inc. in 2018 compromised information on over 500 million people.

Along with other broader and more ambitious Chinese offensive cyber operations, 2014 became a watershed year in a series of operations suggesting that the Chinese government and its military are attempting to create, maintain, and constantly augment ever-expanding “targeted individuals” databases. These databases may contain full individual profiles suggesting weaknesses for exploitation (e.g., criminal, financial, travel, and health records) and avenues for influence (e.g., social media profiles and activity).

The scope and the breadth of these operations illustrate the PRC’s desire to create a global “individual mapping” and near-real-time surveillance capability that could microtarget individuals worldwide. By exploiting their genetic, psychological, fitness, employer, financial, or leisure details, the PRC is gearing up to spread its influence around the globe, one individual at a time.

We are witnessing a rapid evolution of practices regarding the development of the Chinese global collection network. This process involves a shift from purely state-owned collection enterprises to privately owned data mining and manipulation operators under the guidance of the CCP and its security apparatus. These state-private partnerships are seen as more flexible and agile and may have farther reach than the government by itself.

Within China, this state-private dynamic is supported and supplemented by the pursuit of internal and external “tightening the screws” and “streamlining” of data collection, handling, and manipulation for the purposes of centralized state control. Internally, this advances the so-called “Digital China” plan, which aims to strengthen personal privacy and national security elements of China’s growing digital economy.

To support China’s global collection network, the PRC has approved aggressive commercial export of natural language processing (NLP), facial, voice, and lip-reading recognition instrumentation to foreign partners, in order to access and collect

---


Finding 4: Data and Surveillance as Intimidation

bulk data from a global population sample. As Samantha Hoffman aptly points out, the CCP’s data-driven expansion aims to “shape, manage and control its global operating environment so that public sentiment is favorable to its own interests.”

The CCP puts a premium and a special focus on interaction with repressive authoritarian regimes in need of their own regime stability and control (so-called “fellow travelers”) that can utilize such technologies. Simultaneously, other authoritarian regimes are additional sources of raw input data and training sets with foreign origin and real-time testing grounds for further development of various surveillance and control technologies.

Such focus has a twofold justification, namely: 1) additional avenues to “harmonize” global lifestyles with Chinese models, thus creating enhanced “compatibilities” and potential conflict reduction; and 2) means for the gradual adoption and approval of these models in a “dual harmony” manner. Dual harmony encompasses compliance and obedience of the local regime while simultaneously providing compliance and compatibility with the rising emphasis on Chinese hegemony.

The voracious appetite for relentless unstructured data mining and collating from multiple sources and in multiple languages will continually train artificial intelligence algorithms that further support microtargeting on a massive scale and will improve multiple surveillance and population control applications.

To illustrate how massive data collection furthers the CCP’s objectives and policy agendas, consider how Group 4-3 describes Park Jongyoon’s effort to take advantage of the power of data to intimidate opponents.

Park, a South Korean politician, is a rising power broker in one of Korea’s progressive political parties. Before running for office, Park ran a business connected with a Korean-Chinese telecom. Chinese intelligence has tapped Park as a potential key person to influence the Korean domestic political agenda to favor Chinese-made hardware and software in the rollout of 6G services.

Park also has spent considerable time establishing contacts—and of note, good friends—in the upper ranks of the CCP. His telecom venture has prospered financially and he publicly attributes much of his financial success to China’s superior economic and social policies. He has a favorable view of Chinese authoritarian governance and economics and sincerely believes this is the future model for his personal success and Korea’s economic success.

As part of the insider deal for 6G infrastructure, Park promises political information in exchange for China to manipulate Korean search engine results that increase the number of views of ads and political announcements favorable to Park’s political party and the CCP. In addition to positive coverage, the CCP also ensures that a disinformation campaign smears conservative party advertisements opposed to China’s involvement in the 6G rollout. Excellent strategy and tactics honed over years of practice make China’s involvement in messaging undetectable by citizens at large. Park strongly believes that his rise to power will drive Korea ever closer to China economically and away from the finicky U.S. investors that wield a choke hold over parts of the South Korean economy.

In order to augment the PRC’s stated goals to improve artificial intelligence technologies for economic and national security,68 we can expect the PRC to emphasize new data specifications for surveillance technologies used for intimidation and population control products exported abroad.69 These data standards would be designed to suit the CCP’s security objectives and foreign policy agendas and would simplify their own measures necessary for global operational control of the “social harmony” narrative or to stamp down on unsavory domestic populations.70

Contra Indicators

As the global public interest in “biased algorithms” grows and the demand rises for transparency regarding the nature and the harmful effects potential of Chinese developed and exported technology abroad, the appetite for importing and indiscriminately distributing these products might decline, especially in the post-industrial West. Regardless of the adoption practices, recent high profile cases have captured the global public attention and have certainly triggered “alarms” at legislative and executive levels of various governments. The level and scope of China’s intrusive technological “push” abroad and widening the scope of the Chinese collection network have increased the level of suspicion and resistance against the mass implementation and utilization of such products among multiple social strata in Western and non-Western societies.

In addition, the omnipotence of the ubiquitous surveillance and control technologies and their global reach might be inhibited by so-called “data shifts.” Data shifts occur when the models are trained and tested on different data sets from the ones they encounter in live applications.71 Authoritarian regimes that think they are purchasing an off-the-shelf solution to population control may be disappointed when the facial recognition algorithms or DNA matching systems perform at a less-than-advertised level. This is why it is imperative to consider where population control technologies are spreading and what kind of data is coming back to China for further analysis.

Recommendations for Action

Inhibit and delay the export of digital authoritarianism tools

The United States government and its allies could explore several possible avenues for policy actions. These include but are not limited to:

1. Stricter application and imposition of data privacy laws in their own jurisdictions to make it more difficult to obtain personal information in legal ways.

2. Enhanced security protocols in handling sensitive financial and scientific knowledge generation, production, and dissemination.

3. Increased operational tempo and elevated level of pressure against black data market platforms, vendors, and actors.

4. Implementation of a strategy to minimize and disrupt the aggregation of sensitive mass data collection.

5. Perform a national audit of Chinese machine-learning efforts based on data procured from U.S. sources and establish economic and political “red lines” that could slow China’s intellectual and commercial growth.

6. Implement technology certification regimes that assess technology—including consumer technologies such as mobile devices and social engagement applications—for compliance with data privacy and security norms, standards, and international laws.

7. Adopt robust laws requiring transparency for overseas investment that include national security considerations, such as dual-use computing technologies, artificial intelligence start-ups, or sale and transfer of mass databases for marketing purposes.

8. Identify universities and specific research programs sustained by PRC research grants. Expand funding eligibility for foreign research institutions. Establish multinational sponsoring organizations to encourage international collaboration and lower reliance on PRC research funding.

---

Final Thoughts

Outliers from Our Data

Our four major findings tell the story of a concerted strategy to exploit narratives and identity using the essence of harmony as a narrative motivator, creating vital dependencies on Chinese economic investments, and the combination of massive data and advanced artificial intelligence methods for individualized intimidation and reward. Our data also suggests the Chinese government will attempt to augment these tactics with additional soft power behaviors. In this section, we briefly discuss an outlier trend that nominally appears in our data but is worth acknowledging.

Group 5-4 discussed China’s goal of replacing the dollar in the world markets. A major aim in Chinese economic policy is making the renminbi (RMB) the dominant global reserve currency, replacing the dollar globally within the next 15 years.72 Morgan Stanley predicts that this dominance may not be as impactful as President Xi anticipates, but instead suggests the Chinese yuan may achieve a 5 to 10 percent share of the global reserve holdings by 2030.73 One form of RMB may be a centrally backed cryptocurrency.

Despite indicators that a Chinese digital currency might catalyze the world’s confidence in China’s growing economic stability, experts generally agree that the RMB is currently not a viable candidate to displace the USD as an international reserve currency.74 Although there are many systemic changes to

---

the international economy that must change in order for the RMB to rise in power, and those changes are outside the scope of this report, two observations from our data should be highlighted. First is that while the RMB accounts for less than 3 percent of foreign exchange reserves, its role as an international settlement currency has grown significantly in the last five years.75 The second is the increasing adoption of Chinese virtual payment systems like those developed by Alipay and WeChat, and the role of mobile apps in the emergence of a cashless society. These two factors are unlikely to provide the critical mass for the adoption of the RMB by central banks as the reserve currency of significance, but are worth watching out for.

Conclusion

The contest for the future of global leadership is in significant respects a contest for identity at the individual level. In this report, we tried to demonstrate that for China’s leadership role to become a reality, individuals must acquiesce to the PRC’s constant push for narrative shift. The mechanical prerequisite for the rise to preponderance is the global participation in China’s economy. We highlighted the BRI as the PRC’s strategic vehicle to achieve such participation. The fact that so many nations—including some in the EU—have signed BRI participation agreements suggests that the leading nations of the Western liberal world are becoming perceived as less relevant in the face of the development challenges and ambitions of the global community. The U.S. and its allies, however, should continue seeking opportunities to expand economic engagement with BRI participants, with a goal of slowing these trends if unable to completely stop them.

However, even were the prerequisites of economic participation to be achieved, the PRC’s rise will not be realized without a shift in the value system of individuals outside of China—a shift that facilitates wide embrace of China’s governance and development models, and the harmony narrative. This is precisely where the narratives reflecting Western liberal values—individual rights and political freedoms—continue to hold their sway with populations around the world, despite increasing attempts to discredit them by revisionist powers. Evidence of erosion within the U.S. and its allied nations, however, suggests that should the enduring power of this value system be taken for granted, narrative displacement may occur.

Appendix A:
Further Reading

We present the following list of additional readings as a compilation of suggestions by our subject matter experts and workshop participants. This list may not contain material from every section of our report, nor is it an exhaustive summary of every entity tracking China’s growing influence in the world. Inclusion of an item does not imply endorsement from the authors, the Army Cyber Institute, or the United States government.

Research Organizations, Think Tanks, and Government Commissions

AidData China Research (https://www.aiddata.org/china)
American Enterprise Institute (https://www.aei.org/asia/)
Australian Strategic Policy Institute (https://www.aspi.org.au)
China Brief, The Jamestown Foundation (https://jamestown.org/programs/cb/)
China Global Sharp Power Project, Hoover Institution (https://www.hoover.org/cgsp)
China Power Project, Center for Strategic & International Studies (CSIS) (https://www.csis.org/programs/china-power-project)
Congressional-Executive Commission on China (https://www.cecc.gov/)
Foundation for Defense of Democracies (https://www.fdd.org/issue/china/)
Mercator Institute for China Studies (https://merics.org/en)
The National Bureau of Asian Research (https://www.nbr.org/)
TriviumChina.com (https://triviumchina.com/)
Books & Journal Articles


Appendix B:

Bibliography of Inputs & Synthesis Workbooks

This appendix lists the written articles and videos participants read and watched prior to the threatcasting workshops in February and April, 2021. These inputs provided a common starting context for all participants, who then summarized and synthesized their various understanding of the problem landscape prior to developing threat models. The synthesis workbooks of these data points are included after the bibliographic listings of input sources.

Videos


Books & Journal Articles


Appendix C:

Raw Data and Workbooks

The raw data and workbooks that comprise our models of the future are available by contacting the Army Cyber Institute at aci.contact@westpoint.edu.